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Attention Rodders!
The streets of the CAPITAL COUNTRY HOLIDAY VILLAGE
(CCHV) are PUBLIC ROADS!
The Police visit us each year and tell us the same things, and we MUST
abide by their requests, which have always been fair. Due to the obvious
difficulties associated with unregistered vehicles, we cannot allow minirods, motorised bikes or unregistered cars to cruise the park. The CRAKK
committee and/or Capital Country staff will only ask you once to park it.
And don’t even THINK about allowing an unlicensed driver to drive your
car.
The CRAKK committee, the CHRA and CCHV staff must also abide by
NSW and ACT laws concerning the responsible dispensation of alcohol.
Underage drinking and the supply of alcohol to intoxicated persons WILL
NOT BE TOLERATED!

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!
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Welcome message from the
2015 CRAKK Coordinator
Note: Text and comment paraphrased
by the editor.

Welcome to the 25th Canberra Rod
and Kustom Krooze, once again
held over the long weekend of
Australia day.

I would also like to extend my
heartfelt thanks to our sponsors,
who have, once again, donated
prizes and money that make the
CRAKK run what it is. I know you’ve
heard it all before, but, without
them, there is no CRAKK run! Look
through the book and see who our
sponsors are, and support them all
the way!

I’m sorry I won’t be here this year,
but I am chasing a dream and it
I have been to a LOT of rod runs,
coincides with the CRAKK run. So,
and, for me, it is value for money
in my absence, Phill and Del will be
that is important in determining
coordinating, with backup from
which ones I go to. I hope you all
Andrew, so I would like to extend
agree, because we, the CHRA and
the CRAKK committee, do whatever my personal thanks to those guys
for stepping up to the plate when I
it takes to provide the best
needed them. I would also like to
entertainment and activities that
you, the entrant, give up your hard thank those other members of the
CHRA who also put their hands up
earned cash for.
to help. It is much appreciated.
The CHRA has gone from strength
to strength over the last few years, In closing, my wish is for you all to
have fun, don’t drink too much (it
and we have more members
putting up their hands to help with got me in trouble a few times),
support our sponsors, behave
the running of our annual event.
yourselves and stop kroozing at
But it doesn’t stop there. I am
11.00 pm!
grateful for the efforts of all the
clubs who have helped out over the John Thompson, Coordinator, 2015
year, and who are on site right now CRAKK and President, CHRA (inc).
sharing the burden with the CHRA
and the CRAKK Committee.
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From small, humble beginnings, [yellow tail] has grown to become
one of the world's leading and most recognisable wine brands.
BONDI RD Sparkling Sav Blanc Spritz is an exciting new wine style
harnessing Australia's favourite white wine varietal. It is designed to
appeal to consumers who are looking for a refreshing, convenient
and stylish alternative to cider, beer or ready to drink (RTD) beverages.
As an award winning winemaker with over 1000 medals under his
belt, John Casella wanted to create a wine that he could credibly
give as a gift. The result is Casella 1919. Produced in a limited quantity, Casella 1919 consists of two classic red wines from the acclaimed 2006 vintage, Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz.
CRAKK 2015 Committee
John Thompson
Andrew Komnacki
Phill Biggerstaff

Coordinator
Co-coordinator, 0411 614 839
Co-coordinator, 0421 948 799

Todd Bevan
Eden Todd

Slow Race
Committee

Kane Fattorini
Anne Carvolth
Jen Spiro
Choco Munday

Committee
Committee/Advertising
Committee
MC, 0412 883 235
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Timic Hot Rod Supplies
Tim Buggy
Mic Tozer
Phone (02) 4732 5676
Unit 3, 37—47 Borec Rd.
Penrith NSW
Fully licensed mechanical
workshop



Instruments/Gauges



Petrol Caps



Wiring Harnesses



Turn Signals



Mirrors



Carburetors



Wipers



Lights

A man got on the bus with both of his front trouser pockets full of golf
balls and sat down next to a beautiful blonde. The puzzled blonde kept
looking at him and his bulging pockets. Finally, after many glances from
her, he said, "It's golf balls."

The blonde continued to look at him for a very long time, thinking deeply
about what he had said. Finally, unable to contain her curiosity any longer,
she asked,
"Does it hurt as much as tennis elbow?
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Day 1
Friday 23rd Jan
Time

Event

2 pm—4 pm

Registration.

6 pm — 7 pm

Registration.

6.30 pm

Hot Rod Hot Dogs (Phantoms HRC).

8 pm

Live Band: Blackhill Ramblers.

Remember….

Don’t get caught
BALD!
Unit 9, 60 Shepherd St,
Hume, ACT
John Thompson, Owner/
Manager

Phone: 6260 2945
Mobile 0413 700 920
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Day 2
Saturday 24th Jan
Time

Event

7.30 am – 8.30 am

Breakfast (Armband required!) Kanberra Rod
and Kustom Klub.

7.30 am – 9 am

Registration.

9.15 am

Assemble for Krooze to Hot Rods in the Park.

9.45 am

Krooze departs.

11 am — 1 pm

Hot Rods in the Park, Australia Day Show n
Shine in Queanbeyan.

12.30 pm

Queanbeyan Mayor’s Choice Award, CHRA
cheque Presentation.

2 pm—3pm

Registration.

2.30 pm

Slow Race (see below).

2.30 pm

Kids activities (listen for announcements).

2.30 pm—3 pm

Bike competition. Judge: Zac.

2 pm — 11 pm

Krooze the Park: MUST CEASE BY 11PM
SHARP!

6.30 pm

CCHV Dinner (pre-paid).

7.30 pm—8.30 pm

Kids Disco.

8 pm – Midnight

Featured Rock n Roll Band: Midnight Drifters.

Slow Race. This takes place on a 10 metre “race track.” The aim of the race is to get
from point “A” to point “B” in the slowest time possible. Judges will time your run and
if your wheels STOP rotating, your time will be recorded and you leave the track.
There are two judges: one will time your ET, and the other will watch your front
wheels.
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Day 3
Sunday 25th Jan
Time

Event

7.30 am – 8.30 am Breakfast (Armband required!): Wizards.
9.45 am

Assemble for Sunday Krooze (see below).

10.15 am—1 pm

Sunday Krooze de Canberra.

1.30 pm

Hot Rod Olympics begins:

1.30 pm

Kids Egg and Spoon races (age grouped).

2 pm

Water Balloon Toss (mixed).

2.30 pm

Drag Racing.

3:00pm – 11:00pm Krooze the park for give-aways: MUST CEASE BY
11PM SHARP!
6.30 pm

CCHV Dinner (Pre paid).

8:00 pm

Walk in movies by Zac Todd.

You have two options for your Sunday KROOZE:
Option 1: Starting at 11.00am sharp, enjoy a guided tour of the National Dinosaur
Museum. The tour lasts about an hour, after which you are free to roam about. Armbands required: Adults $15 & Child $10.
Option 2: Starting at 11.00am sharp, enjoy a guided tour of the Railway Museum. The
tour lasts about an hour, followed by a 20 minute train ride to Fyshwick and back. Feel
free to wander around after that. Armband required: Adults $15 & Child $10.
Drag Racing
There will be 6-8 teams of 6-8 people competing for the championship (depending on
numbers). You must first nominate your team and team names. Each team must have
the same number of men in drag as ladies in drag. Guaranteed a laugh!
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Day 4
Monday 26th Jan
Time

Event

7.30 am – 8.30 am Breakfast (Armband required!): Meteors SRA.
10 am

Presentations. Early entrants prize draw. Raffle
draw. You MUST be present and you MUST be an
entrant.

11.30 am

Farewells.
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The Tale of Twenty Five CRAKK Runs
Do you remember all twenty five?
Who was the coordinator, where was it held?

1

Ian Walton

Federal Tourist Park

1991

2

Rob Whelan

Federal Tourist Park

1992

3

Mal Lawler

White Ibis

1993

4

Choco Munday

White Ibis

1994

5

Graeme Thomas

White Ibis

1995

6

Pete Smith

White Ibis

1996

7

Graeme Thomas

White Ibis

1997

8

Rob Whelan

White Ibis

1998

9

Choco Munday

Nat’l Capital Village

1999

10 Vicki Munday

Canberra Holiday Retreat 2000

11 Vicki Munday

White Ibis

2001

12 Terry Falkingham

CCHV (aka White Ibis)

2002

13 Terry Falkingham

CCHV

2003

14 Choco Munday

CCHV

2004

15 Mark Saunders

CCHV

2005

16 Mark Saunders

CCHV

2006

17 Graeme Thomas

CCHV

2007

18 Dave Cumbers

CCHV

2008

19 John Thompson

CCHV

2009

20 Vicki Munday

CCHV

2010

21 Graeme Thomas

CCHV

2011

22 Graeme Thomas

CCHV

2012

23 John Thompson

CCHV

2013

24 John Thompson

CCHV

2014

25 John Thompson

2015
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Capital Country Holiday Village (formerly White Ibis Holiday
Village) is 14km north of Canberra, ideal for those visiting the
National Capital.
Set on 10ha, the park accommodation varies from park cabins
with ensuites to drive-through sites, caravan and camp sites.
The park also has a separate manufactured home section, as
well as large bunkhouses to cater for school and sporting
groups.
An ornamental lake, and barbecue areas, plus swimming pool,
cricket area, tennis courts, playgrounds and games room ensure
all visitors can be entertained.
Email: capitalgroups@holidayvillages.com.au
Web: www.capitalcountry.holidayvillages.com.au
47 Bidges Road, Sutton NSW 2620 (off Federal Highway on
ACT border)
Tel: 1800 664 269 (Toll Free), (02) 6230 3433, Fax: (02) 6260
3483

I got one of those Dyson Ball Cleaners for Christmas. Unfortunately, I misunderstood what it was, which is why I'm now in casualty.
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3/5 Wiluna St,
Fyshwick ACT
62807517
mgis@netspeed.com.au

Just been out and bought the wife's Christmas present: a bottle of perfume which is
called 'ample', and it is a very small bottle indeed.
I just hope she doesn't notice where the 'S' has been scratched off the bottle.
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Harry Fouwler



Piping and structural steel fabrication.



Installation/shutdowns



Maintenance labour



Crane hire.



Project Management

PO Box 936, Tumut NSW 2720

Mobile: 0407 837 463
Phone: 02 6947 4433
Fax: 02 6947 4438

Toyota Hilux Diff for your Hot Rod
Looking for a cheap, tough diff? Something with a
FORD stud pattern? Then look no further, a
suitable diff can be sourced from your local
primary producer.
Hilux diffs can be found in a variety of widths:


Pre 79 RN-15,20,25,30 Hilux 1357mm.
(53.4" drum brake)



79-85 rear axle~ 55" (drum brake)



86-95 rear axle~ 58.5" (drum brake)



4runner rear axle~ 60" (disc brake)

Early model: (found on the firewall)

Reading the Hilux chassis ID will give you the info
on which type and ratio diff you're getting.
All the info is on the plate, you just need to know
where to find it and what you're looking for.
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(Continued from page 14)

2nd and 3rd numbers: Gear ratio

Late model: (found in a doorjam).
What do these codes mean? Well, the first letter
of the code represents the gear size. The
following table lists the codes and the associated
gear size:
Early Model Code (1st Letter > Gear
Size)
Code
Size
Code
Size

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

3.30
3.36
3.545
3.556
3.70
3.889
3.90
4.111

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

09

4.222

33

A

138mm

N

13.5"

B

145mm

P

14"

C

6.25"

Q

12"

10

4.375

34

D

6.62"

R

162mm

11

4.444

35

E

7.1"

S

6.38"

F*

7.5"

T

6.7"

G*

8"

U

6"

H

9"

V

10.6"

J

9.25"

W

15.5"

K

9.5"

X

142mm

L

10.5"

Y

158mm

M

12.5"

Z

202mm

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

4.625
4.79
4.875
5.125
5.286
5.60
5.714
5.833
6.167
6.667
6.78
6.833
7.64

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Late Models
A

8" gear

B

8" gear

*Common in Aus.
The second and third numbers represent the gear
ratio, and the fourth number determines whether
it’s a LSD or open diff.

Late Models
01 3.42
03
02 3.58
04

4.556
5.571
3.364
4.30
4.10
3.727
3.909
6.591
4.807
7.503
5.583
6.781
4.786
7.636
5.60
4.778
3.583
3.417
3.154
5.375
3.308
6.500
3.550
3.214
3.533
2.928
3.944
3.356

or

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

3.729
3.400
3.736
3.722
3.250
3.941
3.333
2.821

or

57

4.058

or

58

3.238

or

59

3.234

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

3.519
2.724
2.892
2.655
4.312
3.837
3.071
3.526
3.095
4.176
5.857
2.962
3.949
4.285

05
06

3.15
3.91

07

4.30

4.10
4.56

4th number: LSD or Open
#
Diff
2

2 Pinion, Open Diff

3

2 Pinion, Limited Slip

4

4 Pinion, Open Diff

5

4 Pinion, Limited Slip

Late Models
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CRAKK 25th Anniversary
Memorial Awards
We honour our absent friends with various awards from year to year, usually
in the form of memorial Kroozin’ trophies, which epitomises our lost buddies.
These awards are in memory of the following rodders who did so much for the
CRAKK run while they were with us:
Trevor Abernathy. In 1991, Trevor Abernathy was entrant number 50 at the
inaugural CRAKK run. He bought a T Shirt (a size 20) and drove his chopped,
yellow 33 Ford tudor. He came back in 1993 in a 35 sedan, and again in 1994
and 1995. In 1996, Trevor won the inaugural Mystery Kroozer award. Sadly, it
would be his last CRAKK run, and the Mystery Kroozer award was dedicated to
Trevor from this date.
Ross Eldridge. Ross and Nellie Eldridge first came to the CRAKK run in 1998
in their Model A Tourer. They returned the following year, with stories about
the progress of their 36 Coupe. In 2000, Ross came to the CRAKK run in a
wheelchair, and not long after that he succumbed to motor neuron disease.
The Cool Kroozer award was dedicated to Ross.
Bill Lynch. Bill graced the CRAKK run with his presence from the 2000 event.
It was not unusual for Bill to stop his Model A Roadster in the middle of the
cruising track and tell someone (anyone) that “the keys are in it, off ya go!”
Every year, Bill’s car would drive past with a different driver, usually with every seat taken up by little kids and big kids. In 2004, Bill suddenly left us before we could say goodbye, and the 2005 CRAKK run included the “Keys are
In It” Kroozin’ Award in memory of Uncle Bill.
Frank Mardel. The Mardel family came to the CRAKK run in 2001. Not only
did they bring a rather large family, but they always had at least three or four
hot rods entered. It would be difficult to find a more dedicated rodding family
than the Mardels. The family business sponsored the CRAKK run from 2002,
and they continued this support every year until Frank’s sudden heart attack
took him in 2007. Our memorial award the following year recognised the Most
Family Oriented Rodder in memory of Frank Mardel.
Howard Wallace. Howard Wallace supported local rodding in the ACT for
many years, and attended the CRAKK run in his red 48 Chev pickup. After a
long battle with motor neuron disease, Howard left us with only memories in
2008.
Dennis Moreau. Dennis Moreau was the inaugural President of the CHRA.
Dennis co-founded this association with Alan Cooper in 1983, and was prominent in rodding and drag racing right up until his passing in late 2011.
Today, Dennis’ legacy lives on, and the CHRA still welcomes all rodders, regardless of association, despite the technical and political challenges of the
day.
As you cruise past the pull-through opposite the pitch-and-putt, take a moment to reflect on a great rodder, a skilled and committed drag racer, a dedicated teacher and an all-round good guy.
Rest in peace, friends. We will never forget you.
Hot Rod Handbooks
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At
Capital
Bearing
Supplies, we have access to a comprehensive range of bearings
to suit new and old
cars, and we are prepared to chase the
parts that you find difficult to get. We also
carry and can access
a range of workshop
materials and equipment, including jacks,
stands, ramps and presses. We carry an extensive range of Kincrome tools in store, but can access other brands such as KC Tools,
SP tools, Lisle and T&E Tools.
So if there is anything you are chasing, don’t hesitate to give us a
call or just drop in and talk to us
45 Townsville St, Fyshwick ACT 2609

Ph: 02 6280 6884 Email: capitalbearings@ozemail.com.au
CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE www.capitalbearings.com.au
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With nearly 200 stores throughout the mainland, Autopro is Australia's largest chain of independent retailers in auto parts & accessories.

Autopro Belconnen

32 Nettlefold Street Belconnen

02 6251
4285

Autopro Fyshwick

121 Gladstone Street Fyshwick 02 6211
3755

Autopro Phillip

24-30 Botany Street Phillip

Autopro Tuggeranong

Cnr Athllon Drive & Reed Street 02 6293
Tuggeranong
2680

02 6281
4700

Our thanks to AutoPro, ACT and their suppliers for their
generous sponsorship at the CRAKK 2015.
Please support our sponsors!
Santa was very upset. It was Christmas Eve and NOTHING was going right! Mrs. Claus had burned all the
cookies. The elves were complaining about not getting paid for the overtime they had while making the
toys. The reindeer had been drinking all afternoon and were dead drunk. To make matters worse, they
had taken the sleigh out for a spin earlier in the day and had crashed it into a tree.
Santa was furious. "I can't believe it! I've got to deliver millions of presents all over the world in just a
few hours and all of my reindeer are drunk, the elves are on strike and I don't even have a Christmas
tree!" He continued, "And I sent that stupid little Angel out hours ago to find a tree and he isn't even
back yet! What am I going to do?"
Just then, the little Angel opened the front door and stepped in from the snowy night, dragging a Christmas tree behind him. He said, "Yo, fat man! Where do you want me to stick the tree this year?"
And thus the tradition of angels atop the Christmas tree got its start...
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1/39 Grimwade St,
Mitchell ACT 2911
02 6280 4871
The home of Canberra's premier sign designers, sign manufacturers,
and sign installers. We have been trading since 1988, and have
developed what we find to be the most cost effective ways to design,
manufacture, and install quality signage for private and corporate
clients around Australia.
The Sign World showroom and factory, located in Mitchell, ACT is
equipped to produce any type of sign that you can imagine.
For ready made signs and a complete range of quality safety signs,
check out the online sign shopping store.
We even produce personalised glass photo prints, which are great for
wedding photos and family portraits, in addition to a very professional
look for your company logo in the foyer of your new office.
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Baker’s Delight,
suppliers to the CRAKK
run — fresh bread daily.
Woden Shop G76
The Market,Woden Plaza
(02) 6281 5502

WARNING! SCAM ALERT!
Be on the lookout for a young blonde girl and her friend. They are hanging out around Coles and Woolworths parking lots. When you are putting
your groceries away they ask you for a ride to McDonald's. They are very
convincing and very hot! Once in your car she takes her clothes off and
starts climbing all over you. While she keeps you busy, the other one
takes your wallet. I've had mine taken on the 7th, 8th, 10th and twice
yesterday. Probably two more times tomorrow. K-Mart has wallets for
$2.99, but I found some at the two dollar shop for .99¢ so I bought all
they had. These two harlots not only take your wallet, but you never
even make it to McDonald's so I've already lost 15 Kilos. Keep a lookout
for them ( I find lunch time and around 5:30 the best times).
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Gates Corporation
The world's most trusted
name in belts, hose and
hydraulics.
Filtermax
Wix Filters
Filters & Filter Service
info@filtermax.com.au

Tractor Replacements Pty Ltd
Canberra
the one stop earthmoving & industrial shop.
Web site: http://www.trcanberra.com.au
Email: gt@trcanberra.com.au

Air brake valves
Air compressors
Air controls &
Cylinders
Air filter assemblies
Air filter elements
Air hose &
fittings.
Air induction hose
Air pressure
gauges
Air pressure
regulators
Air rams
Air tools
Anti-freeze Antiboil
Ball valves
BallraceBatteries
Battery charger
Battery leads
Bearings - seals uni Joints
Bolts & nuts
Brake boosters
Brake drums
Brake linings
Brass fittings
Bucket teeth
Cargo-straps
Castors
Caterpillarspares (new &
used)
Chain
Chain Circlips
Claw couplings
Cables
Cut .off disc
Cutting edges
Cylinder hones
D shackle
Degreaser
Dial indicators
Drill bits
Drum pumps
Electric cable
End bits
Engine 0il
Engine.rebuild .kits .
Exhaust raincap
Exhaust stack
Exhaust system
accessories
Exhaust tube
Farm tractor-'.
Filters
Final drive
Fire fighting pump
Flap discs

Flexible exhaust
tube
Fuel transfer
pumps
Gas heaters
Gasket paper
Gauges
Generator set
Grab kits
Grader blades
Grease guns
Grease nipples
Grease-Pumps
Grinding discs
Ground engaging
tools
Grouser bar
Grouser shioes
Hand cleaner
Hand tools
Heater hose
High tensile bolt –
unc, unf: metric.'
Honda engine
Hooks
Hose Clamps
Hydraulic
breather cap.
Hydraulic filters
Hydraulic hose &
fittings
Hydraulic Jacks
Hydraulic power
packs
Hydraulic pumps
Hydraulic rams
Impact sockets
Impact wrench
Implement pins
Inhibitor
Jack hammers &
accessories
Jumper leads
Key steel
Komatsu spare
parts
Landing legs
Lifting hooks .
Lights
Loadbinder
Loctite
Lynch pins
Maxflo hose
Mirrors
Mudflaps
Mudguards
Mufflers
Nylon tube
Oil transfer
pumps
Paint, thinner,
primer
Parts washer
Paving breaker

Petrol & oil hose
Plow bolts
Porta power
Power tools
Precleaners
Pressure cleaners
PTO shaft
Pulleys
Radiator hose
Radiator inhibitor
Rag
Revolving
beacons
Ripper attachments
Ripper boots
Ripper shank
Robin engine
Rod ends
S cams
Seats
Shackle bushes &
pins
Signs
Slack adjusters
Slasher
Sling - flat web/
wire rope
Socket sets
Spanner sets
Speedi sleeves
Spring pack
Sprocket &
segment
Sprockets
Stands
Tap and die
Taper locks
Tension wrench
Thread inserts
Three point
linkage & accessories
Tipper body locks
Tool box
Tow-coupling
Track bolts & nuts
Track Chain
Track rollers
Track shoes
Truck &traiier
brake- suspension
Truck Wash
Turbo charger
hose
Turntables
Tyre gauges
Undercarriage
V belt
Vernier Calipers
Vices
WD-40

110 Gladstone St
Fyshwick ACT
phone 02 6280 6198
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The Blind Man Company is a family owned 
and operated business located in Canberra.

We have been supplying quality blinds,
curtains, shutters, and awnings to Canber- 
ra and surrounding areas for over 13
years.
We stock the following quality brands:


BQ Design
Total Window Concepts
Sunlight Products

Unit 3, 39-41 Grimwade Street,
Mitchell, A.C.T. 2911

MEP Window Tinting Films

Ph: 02 6241 8887

Hemi engine history
Few innovations in automotive technology have had as great an impact on hotrodding as the Chrysler Hemi engine.
Chrysler first produced hemispherical cylinder heads on an experimental engine design for World
War II fighter planes. In 1951, Chrysler would draw on this experience to produce its first Hemi engine for the consumer market, known later as the "Early Hemi". The hemispherical-shaped combustion chamber design allowed for increased airflow and better combustion efficiency. However, this
came at a price of increased complexity and cost, eventually forcing Chrysler to temporarily discontinue the design after 1958. This early motor was truly gigantic, measuring a full yard wide at the
valve covers and weighing in at around 750 lbs. Noted race car designer and builder Briggs Cunningham use the 331 cubic inch Hemi from 1951 to 1954 in his C2 through C4 cars.
This early Hemi would also become the favorite of drag racers in the top ranks of NHRA, IHRA and
AHRA fuel racing such as Don Garlits and others. It would prove to be such an excellent design that
even today, aftermarket aluminum cylinder blocks and heads used in Top Fuel and Funny Car racing
are patterned after the same design. No matter what the body of the car is patterned after, the powerplant is a 16-valve, 500 cubic inch Hemi.
Six years later, in 1964, Chrysler would produce another engine design featuring hemispherical cylinder heads: the iconic 426 Hemi. The 426 Hemi dominated NASCAR racing, significantly increasing
Hemi engine sales, cementing the old automotive adage: "What wins on Sunday, sells on Monday."
The word "Hemi" would eventually become a Chrysler trademark, and a household name. Chrysler's
426 Hemi design proved so efficient that, for the past 50 years nearly all major top fuel and funny car
drag racing teams have used derivatives of it. Actually the "late" Hemi was not a true Hemi like the
"early" edition of the '51 through '58 motor. This later incarnation had the cylinder heads angled up
by 10 degrees to the centerline of the cylinder bore to provide more engine bay space for items such
as brake boosters.
Despite the higher cost and decreased parts availability, Hemi engines remain a favorite rebuild candidate for many hotrodders.

Early use of hemispherical combustion chambers
Hemispherical combustion chambers were first incorporated into automobiles in the early 1900s.
Hemi engines were being used experimentally in motorcar events, including the Grand Prix, and
hemi or hemi-like engine designs were sporadically available in high-end sports cars of the time. Historical records point to a Welch Motor Car Company, incorporated in 1904 in Chelsea, Michigan, as
being the first to bring a hemi engine design to market. Welch engines had hemispherical combustion chambers, overhead valves, and a single overhead camshaft. Welch was eventually purchased
by General Motors in 1910, who discontinued the hemi engine design. Peugeot also had a hemispherical design motor in production in 1912.
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Roof Ventilation

Talk to Kane Fattorini
at the CRAKK run for
all your roofing requirements. Why not
ask for a free quote?

P: (02) 6292 8554 M. 0418 283 656

Early Hemi
In the late '40s, Chrysler realized that its current line of flat head 6 and 8 cylinder power plants weren't going to make the grade when matched against the new more powerful V8 designs Cadillac and
Oldsmobile were planning to introduce during the 1949 model year. They also knew larger engines
capable of producing more horsepower would be required to haul around the new heavy weight barges Chrysler currently had on their drawing boards. Chrysler needed an engine capable of levelling
the playing field.
Chrysler's engineers began to research possible V8 engine designs, looking for something that might
be capable of producing real horsepower. Eventually, the decision was made to go with a conventional V8, similar to those being developed by Ford and GM. However, Chrysler would tap its previous military design experience for a unique twist on the conventional V8. In 1951, Chrysler introduced the FirePower engine, their first hemispherical-head engine for the consumer market, fondly
referred to by many enthusiasts as the "Early Hemi" and by some as the "Whale" motor. Though
Chrysler made reference to the engine's "hemispherical" combustion chambers, the word "Hemi" was
not overtly used to market the engine. The term "Hemi" was more frequently applied by the late
1950s. This was most likely due to its colloquial use by enthusiast magazine writers and drag racers
of the era.
During the '50s, Chrysler
Corporation had a decentralized approach to engine building. Each division (Chrysler, Dodge,
and DeSoto, and Plymouth) had its own engine
manufacturing facility.
Given the freedom to do
so, each adopted a slightly different variation of the
basic Hemi design.
Chrysler's FirePower engine was accompanied
by DeSoto's FireDome in
1952, and Dodge's Red
Ram design in 1953.
Plymouth would use polyspherical-shaped cylinder
heads, also known as
"semi-hemis".
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This decentralized and inefficient manufacturing approach, coupled with the expense of manufacturing a complicated design like the Hemi, eventually spelled the downfall of this mighty powerplant.
Production ceased with the completion of the 1958 model year in favor of a new simplified corporatewide wedge head design, known as the Chrysler "B" engine.

The 426 Hemi
In 1964, Chrysler introduced their new 426 Hemi. The 426 had not been designed primarily for consumers, but for NASCAR racing. Car manufacturers were well aware that racing victories bolstered
their high-performance images, and significantly increased sales -- hence the saying: "What wins on
Sunday, sells on Monday". So, they had been making engines specifically designed to win NASCAR
races. NASCAR officials countered by requiring manufacturers to sell a certain number of a model to
the public before they could race them, a process known as homologation. In 1964, if a car was to be
entered in a NASCAR race, 500 cars of that same model had to be sold to the public. At the time,
this ensured that stock car racing used only "stock" cars.

The 426 Hemi was a clear success; A Hemi powered the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place race cars in the
1964 Daytona 500. This instant domination led NASCAR to increase the homologation requirement
from 500 to 1,000. So, Chrysler initiated the "Street Hemi" program. A detuned version of the 426
engine became a publicly-available production option in certain Dodge and Plymouth models. The
program was successful; Chrysler was able to race the Hemi again in the 1966 season. That year, a
Hemi-powered Dodge Charger would rack up 14 first-place finishes and clinch the NASCAR Grand
National championship.
The 426 Hemi was discontinued after 1971. The 426 Hemi was often referred to as the "Elephant"
motor.

Modern Hemi engine design
Chrysler reintroduced the Hemi design in 2002, primarily for trucks and sport utility vehicles. However, Hemi purists protest that the slightly flatter and less-hemispherical shape of the combustion
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chamber means the engine is not a "true" Hemi.
Despite this, the design has shown to have potential as a performance platform and is fairly well supported by the aftermarket; there are turbocharger and centrifugal supercharger kits, camshafts, exhaust headers and systems, etc. available.

Hemi engine advantages and disadvantages
The Hemi engine design offers a high degree of efficiency both in breathing capability and in heat
dissipation. This comes at a price of complexity, size, and increased manufacturing costs.
Advantages


The valves are on opposite sides of the combustion chamber, allowing larger valves, very
short and nearly unrestricted intake and exhaust ports, making the airflow in and out of the
cylinder extremely efficient. It also allows the valves to run cooler because of improved air
movement around the valve pockets.



Since a hemisphere has the lowest possible surface area to volume ratio, there is more space
for combustion, and less loss of energy to the cooling system.



Spark plugs are located in the center of the cylinder, creating a very even flame front, increasing combustion efficiency (somewhat offset however, by large domed pistons which shrouded
the spark plugs)



Because of these things, Chrysler Hemi engines could run higher compression ratios without
the fear of detonation

Disadvantages


Complex valve train geometry, with dual rocker shafts in each head



Expensive to produce



Larger cylinder heads were heavy, not space efficient



Large combustion chambers required the use of large domed pistons to increase compression
to nominal levels. These pistons were heavy (high reciprocating mass) and the large dome
shrouded the spark plugs and valves, requiring more ignition timing advance and increasing
hydrocarbon emissions
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Making sense out of tyre
sizes

Speed ratings

For most people, making sense out of tyre sizes
is difficult, not least for the fact that a standard
tyre size uses millimetres, percentages and
inches.

M

130kmh

T

190kmh

For example: 205/65R15 94V:

N

140kmh

U

200kmh




P

150kmh

H

210kmh

Q

160kmh

V

240kmh

R

170kmh

W

270kmh

S

180kmh

Y

300kmh

Z

240+kmh

205 is the tyre width
65 is the height of the sidewall expressed as
a percentage of the tyre width
15 is the rim size in inches
R denotes a radial tyre
94 is the load rating (see below)
V is the speed rating (see below)






Common load ratings:
Index

Kg

Index

Kg

71

345

90

600

72

355

91

615

73

365

92

630

74

375

93

650

75

387

94

670

76

400

95

690

77

412

96

710

78

425

97

730

79

437

98

750

80

450

99

775

81

462

100

800

82

475

101

825

83

487

102

850

84

500

103

875

85

515

104

900

86

530

105

925

87

545

106

950

88

560

107

975

89

580

108

1000

109

1030

110

1060

Rate

Speed

Rate

Speed

Speed and load ratings are something you
should pay attention to when getting aftermarket
wheels and tyres. They must have a speed rating
which the same or higher than the ones
recommended by the manufacturer. This
information is found on the tyre placard, which is
generally located on the inside of the driver’s
door.
Can I fit bigger or smaller tyres to my
existing rims?
Yes, you can but you have to keep a few things
in mind. Just about all States and Territories only
allow a 15mm tolerance (up or down) in wheel
and tyre combo height. The formula to work out
the overall height of the wheel and tyre
combination is:
((Tyre width x profile%) x 2) + (rim
size x 25.4mm)
For example, 235/40R18 is the combination for
most 18” AU Falcons
((235 x 40%) x 2) + (18 x 25.4mm) = 645.2 mm

For example, 245/40R18 – T3 and all
BAs

((245 x 40%) x 2) + (18 x 25.4mm) =
653.2 mm
My tyres are wearing out unevenly – what’s
wrong?

Certain wear patterns will indicate that
there’s something wrong with the car.
Four simple wear patters are:
(Continued on page 27)
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At Barlens, we love a good party and we’re here to help make
your event the best it can be, because we know that Great Parties Live on Forever. Servicing ACT, NSW, Vic and beyond.

Fyshwick 02 6206 2020 | Albury 02 6043 0605
www.barlens.com.au

(Continued from page 26)









Tyre wearing out on outside only – the odds
are you either have too much positive
camber (top of the wheel leaning away from
the car) or your wheels are pointing inwards
(toe in).
Tyre wearing out on inside only – in this
case, you probably have too much negative
camber (top of the wheel leaning in, towards
the car) or your wheels are pointing outward
(toe out)
Both these issues can generally be rectified
with a wheel alignment, however, you may
have to invest in a camber kit if camber is
the culprit. Control Blade IRS has elliptical
bushes which allow for minor camber
adjustments. If you’re getting these wear
patterns on a vehicle with a live axle, there’s
probably something bent there and will
require further investigation.
Tyre centre worn out more than shoulders –
your tyres are over inflated, and the centre
is being pushed out causing it to wear
quicker.
Tyre shoulders worn out more than centre –
your tyres are under inflated, and you’re
riding on the sidewalls.

pothole. Your best bet is to consult a reputable
tyre dealer in regards to tyre pressures for your
specific application.
What is a stud pattern and is my stud
pattern the same as older Falcons or
Commodores?
Stud pattern, or PCD (Pitch Circle Diameter) is
the layout of the studs on a car's hub. A PCD of
5x114.3 will have 5 studs and the circle they form
will be 114.3mm across.
Ford PCD (5x114.3) hasn't changed since the
XR. The offset has changed with the AU, but the
stud pattern has remained the same. What this
means is that all pre-AU wheels are
interchangeable. Commodores on the other hand
have a different PCD (5x120).
NOTE: Steel wheels/12 slotters used on older
cars or trailers with a Holden PCD might have
either the HQ pattern (5x120.65) or the
Commodore pattern. Despite the very small
difference they are not interchangeable most of
the time. Even if they fit, the nuts will not engage
fully onto the stud and there's a good chance that
a wheel will come off while driving.
If anyone is wondering (and to help the oldschool guys) why the oddball number in PCD's,
they were derived from imperial measurements:



Tyre pressure depends on application, size of the
vehicle, size of wheel, desired comfort levels, etc. 
Manufacturers’ recommendations are supposed

to be 100% correct, but I’ve found their

recommendations way too low in a lot of cases.
Lower tyre pressures will make the car ride
smoother, but will increase the risk of damaging
wheels with low-profile tyres when you hit a
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4 x 108 = 4.25" (Focus, Fiesta, Escort, older
large Fords)
5 x 114.3 = 5 x 4.5" (Falcons, XR onwards)
5 x 120.65 = 5 x 4.75" (HQ-WB pattern)
5 x 127 = 5 x 5" (Jeeps, American cars)
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Carvolth (Brian) Refrigeration
Commercial and Industrial, Retail and Service.
PO Box 3838, Manuka ACT 2603
Phone 0418 628 575

Reaching the end of a job interview, the Human Resources Officer asks a young engineer fresh
out of MIT, "And what starting salary are you looking for?" The engineer replies, "In the region of $125,000 a year, depending on the benefits package." The interviewer inquires, "Well,
what would you say to a package of five weeks vacation, 14 paid holidays, full medical and dental, company matching retirement fund to 50% of salary, and a company car leased every two
years, say, a red Corvette?" The engineer sits up straight and says, "Wow! Are you kidding?"
The interviewer replies, "Yeah, but you started it."
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U3 47-49 Vicars St Mitchell ACT 2911 Australia

P. (02)62416855
Office Hours: Mon-Friday.9 to 5.30 Sat 9 to 1 pm
Outside of these hours please call 0418 633 871
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Special thanks to Rob Archer for the trophies, little kids toys and big kids toys. For
info on anything to do with die cast models,
call Rob on 0407 013 442.
A fleeing Taliban, desperate for water, was plodding through the Afghan desert when he saw
something far off in the distance. Hoping to find water, he hurried toward the spot only to
find a British soldier selling regimental ties.

The Taliban asked, "Do you have water..?"
The soldier replied, "There is no water here, the well is dry. Would you like to buy a tie instead? They are only $5."
The Taliban shouted, "You idiot infidel! I do not need an over-priced tie. I need water! I should
kill you, but I must find water first!"
"OK," said the soldier, "It doesn't matter that you don’t want to buy a tie and that you hate
me. I will show you that I am bigger than that, and that I am a much better human being than
you. If you continue over that hill to the east for about two miles, you will find our Sergeant's
Mess. It has all the ice cold water you need. Inshallah."
Cursing him, the Taliban staggered away over the hill.
Several hours later he staggered back, collapsed with dehydration & rasped , "They won't let
me in without a bloody tie!"
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The CRAKK run is open to all ASRF class vehicles, specifically modified
pre-48 Hot Rods/Street Rods and modified pre 64 Customs. For details of
ASRF vehicle classes, refer to the ASRF handbook or contact your state
director or state steward. Sponsored awards are open to the sponsor’s
interpretation. The CRAKK coordinator reserves the right of veto where
necessary.
Trophy

Classification

Sponsor

Top Six (1)

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

Baker’s Delight

Top Six (2)

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

Capital Bearing Supplies

Top Six (3)

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

M&G Industrial

Top Six (4)

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

Timic

Top Six (5)

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

H&S Engineering

Top Six (6)

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

Resort Trailers

Entrant’s Choice

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

Blind Man

People’s Choice

Eligible ASRF class
vehicles

Sign World

Memorial Kroozin’
Award

Sponsored

Cool Rides Mobile Tinting

Kroozed the Wheels
Off Award

Sponsored

Johnno’s Tyres

Dare to be Different

Sponsored

Alltop Roofing

CCHV Choice

Sponsored

Capital Country Village

Top Ratster

Sponsored

Kanberra Rod and Kustom Klub

Top Custom

ASRF Custom class

Kanberra Rod and Kustom Klub

Phantom’s Choice

Sponsored

Phantoms HRC

Hard Luck Award

Sponsored

Tractor Replacements

Colouring Comp

Sponsored

CHRA

Queanbeyan Mayor
Choice

Sponsored

Queanbeyan Council
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Tractor Replacements — Page 21

HireAll—Page 29

Capital Country Village — Page 12

AutoPro ACT— Page 18

Resort Trailers — Page 10

Sign World — Page 19

Alltop roofing—Page 23

Capital Bearing Supplies - Page 17

Johnnos tyres—Page 6

Carvolth Refrigeration—Page 28

H & S Engineering — Page 14

Baker’s Delight — Page 20

The Blind Man — Page 22

Cassela Wines, Griffith—Page 4

CoolRides Mobile Tinting Page 9

Rob’s Diecast Models—Page 30

Timic Hot Rod Supplies — Page 5

Barlens Hire—Page 27

M&G Industrial Page 13
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